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AN INTRODUCTION TO SOLITAIRE 
The Klondike version of solitaire found in Foster's Complete 
Hoyle: An Encyclopedia of Games (1953) utilizes one deck of cards. 
The object of the game is to complete the four ace piles in the correct 
sequence as explained later in this chapter. To play, seven piles 
must be created with the first card dealt up and the next six down. 
On the next time through a card is placed up on the second pile and 
a card down on the third through seventh pile. Each pile will have 
one less card than the previous one with the last card dealt 
upward on each pile. There will also be four piles at the top of 
the layout of seven piles upon which the aces are placed when they 
can be used. They are then added to, in sequence, from the two to 
the · king with one suit to a pile. 
Once the seven piles are laid out, play begins. The seven 
piles are constructed in downward sequence and alternating colors 
(red on black or black on red) . These seven piles will be called 
the seven main piles . The cards left after dealing out the seven 
piles are called the hand. The hand pile is used to add to the seven 
piles and the four ace piles. There are certain valid moves that 
can be made. First, an ace can be moved from the hand pile to create 
one of the four ace piles. Also, an ace pile can be created by 
moving an ace from one of the seven main piles. Next, a card from 
the hand pile can be placed on the appropriate ace pile. This 
means each card in the ace pile has the same suit and must be in 
sequence from the ace to the king. A card can also be moved from 
one of the seven main piles to an ace pile on the same principle 
mentioned in the above sentence. Next, a card can be placed on 
one of the seven main piles from the hand pile. 
The sequence for the seven main piles consists of the king down 
to the two with each card being an alternating color. This principle 
also applies to moving a card or a unit of cards from one of the 
seven piles to another of the same seven piles. All face-up cards 
on a main pile must be moved as if they were one card in a move to 
another of the seven main piles. This means that the bottom face-up 
card is the most important card in the face-up pile because in a 
move to another main pile it must be next in sequence and the 
alternating color of the last face-up card of the pile where the unit 
of cards are being sent. When face-up cards are moved from a pile 
to another, the face-down card is turned upward. If a main pile 
becomes available (empty), only a king or a unit of cards with a king 
on bottom can be moved there to start another pile. There can never 
be more than seven main piles. 
Many people enjoy the game of solitaire and spend hours playing, 
but, is the game of Klondike version solitaire based on luck or skill? 
' . , Some people play solitaire in definite strategies, left to right or 
right to left, while others playa random s trategy called free-form . 
.' Can the strategy being used support the idea of solitaire as a game-..;.' 
of chance or a game of skill? If a computer plays solitaire, will 
it be more skillful than a person at winning or will lu ck be a 
factor? These are the types of questions that this s tudy will attempt 
to address by comparing the ratio of wins to total games played: I: ; 
. ~ 
by the computer and human players . The computer will play two 
~~. .. strategies. left to right and right to left. The human players 

will also play two s trategies . free-form and left to right. 

:1.. The left to right strategy is defined as looking in the 

: ~~.I~ . ' 
, " l eft-most pile for the first move and continuing to the right- most 
... , . ' :. pile. The first move found i s the move made. Right to left 
~.~~ . 
strategy begin s lOOking for the first move in the right-most pile 
, t~ , and continuing downward to the left-most pile. The first move~ 
t j ~ found is the move made. Free-form strategy has no s et pattern to 
~ 
look for moves and no set move to make. The choice of a move 
is made by the player .•
~! j :,j' 
The following chapters explore in greater detail the different ~~ ~;i 
~ .,
,:-t' ,; strategies of Klondike solitaire, the procedures of this study, the 
: results of this s tudy, and the analysis of the results . 
I ~~ 
. 1 
~:l 
-"'. , 
REV-lEW OF RELATED RESSARCH 
~~ 
\ Dutch scholar Huizinga (McCorduck, 1979) suggested that 
instead of being called Homo sapiens, humans should be called 
Homo ludens (human game players) because the human race has made 
games complicated activities that astound the game player when he 
stops to cons ider the basic operations behind the game. 
Games are very deeply rooted in the human background. Games 
are considered theoretical symbols of real life where the rules are 
known and wits are tested against luck or another human person. In 
the book Machines Who Think (1979), the author Pamela McCorduck says 
that -Games let us work up to life" (p. 146). In other words, 
games help people learn to deal and cope with everyday life and the 
things that come their way. 
The computer, a twentieth century invention, has be~n involved 
with games from the very beginning. In the late 1940' s , Alan 
Turing and his friends set to work at Manchester to program a computer 
to play chess and tic-tac-toe (McCorduck, 1979). John von Neumann, 
an authority in American computer development, and Oskar 
Morgenstern wrote a book published in 1944 called Theory of Cames 
and Economi c Behavior. In the introduction they summarized their 
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5 
book as "an exposition and various applications of a lIIathematical 
theory of games" (p. v). These were the early developments in game 
theory for the fun of playing a game, not just general theories 
for all games. 
As stated earlier, games are models of situations in life. No 
matter whether the game is solitaire or competition for the Nobel 
prizes. In early papers on artificial intelligence Edward 
Feigenbaum and Julian Feldman (196}) began a section on the machines 
that play games in this way. "A favorite area of research in 
artificial intelligence, past and present, is computer programs that 
play games. Why should one be interested in game playing, a mere 
human pastime fu£1 ?" (:kCorduck, 1979, p. 147). 
Feigenbaum and Feldman (1963) declared that the appeals of 
game 	 playing for artificial intelligence researchers was: 
Affectively, it provides a direct contrast between 
man's wit and machine's wit. On a more serious level, 
game situations provide problem environments which are 
relatively highly regular and well defined, but which 
afford. sufficient complexity in solution generation 
so that intelligence and symbolic reasoning skills 
playa crucial role. In short, game environments are 
very useful task environments for studying the nature 
and structure of complex problem - sol vine processes. 
(M cCorduck, 1979 . p. 147) 
To summarize, game playing is fascinating to artificial 
intelligence researchers because of the pitting of man against 
machine. They seek to answer the question: Can intelligent 
human 	 reasoning be simulated in computers? At this point, the 
reason for the origin of games begins to fade and is lost. Games 
were 	introduced for fun and competition. This thought should never 
be forgotten. This researcher's computer program which plays 
Klondike version solitaire is based on the original reason for 
games - fun and competition . The competition i s between human 
players and the computer. There is no artificial intelligence 
involved. It is as if two players are competing to see who can 
have 	the best ratio of wins to total games . 
Other related research Was a reply to a letter written to the 
Nevada Gaming Commission (M. D. Rumbolz, personal communication, 
June la, 1985) for the odds to Klondike solitaire. In it, this 
researcher was informed that soli taire is a "dead" game. A 
"dead" game means that no card rOoms in Nevada play Klondike 
solitaire. The Commission could not furnish the researcher the 
odds because a computer run or any other method to obtain the odds 
on a "dead" game is prohibitive. Appendix B contains a copy of the 
letter. 
A description of the procedures and results will be found 
in the following chapters. This is followed by chapters with 
the results and a discussion of the conclusions drawn from the study. 
"I. :: 
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PROCEDURES OF 1'1{:; S'I\fDY 
The research problem is to program the computer to play 
a variation of Klondike solitaire us ing two different strategies 
and to compare the ratio of wins to total games played between 
the computer and human players. The variation is to draw three 
cards at a time from the hand pile and go through only three times. 
The strategies involved are: (1) always play left to right, 
(2) always play right to left. In the first strategy, this means 
that the computer will always begin looking in the first pile 
on the left for a move. If there is not one there, it will look 
in the second pile. It will continue until it comes to the very 
firs t move that can be made. This i s the move it will make. If 
no move can be made from the piles, a card from the hand pile 
will be used if possible. The second s trategy starts in the 
seventh pile, the right-most pile. The computer will look for 
a move there . If one cannot be made, it will look in the sixth 
pile and continue downward until it finds the first move that can 
be made. If there is no possible move, it will look at the hand 
pile to see if a move can be made from it. If there is a possible 
move, it i s made; ·otherwise, the game con tinues. 
7 
e 
There are two human players. the researcher and another 
person who does not know the hypothesis. The ratios gathered by the 
other person will be ac~epted on trust by the researcher. The people 
playing solitaire will use the ~ame variation of drawing 
three cards at a time from the hand pile and going thro~h 
only three times, but the strategies will be different. The 
strategies involved are. (1) always play left to right and 
(2) free-form. In the first strategy, the people playing will 
always begin looking for a move in the first pile, the left-most 
pile. If there is not one there, they will look in second pile for 
a move, This will continue until it comes to the very first move 
that can be made. If no move can be made from the piles, a card 
from the hand pile will be used . if possible. There is no set 
way (left or right) to look for moves in the second strategy. The 
people playing have a choice of what move is made if there is more 
than one possible move. 
After the computer program was running, the researcher 
gathered statistics. Records were kept on the total number of 
games played and the total won for each strategy and used to test 
the hypothesis that the ratio of wins to total games played is 
higher for the computer games than the by-hand where both are 
us ing the same strategy (left to right). Also, the by-hand 
free-form is better than either computer strategy (left to right 
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or right to left). The following chapter will present the 
results that have been gathered . 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The researcher vas able to gather statistics on the three strategies 
of solitaire. The strategies were. (1) left to right, (2) right to 
left. and (3) free-form. The left to right strategy always looks 
for the first move in the left-most pile. The right to left strategy 
always looks for the first move in the right-most pile. Free-form 
strategy leaves the choice of moves to the player. The computer 
played left to right and right to left strategies while the two 
human players used the left to right and free-form strategies. 
The results obtained from two humans players (one of which is the 
researcher) and the computer are listed in the table below . 
Table 
STRATEGY RATIOS 
Strategy Player Resul t Ratios 
(Total Wins. Total Games Played) 
1. 	 Left to right Computer 2.100 
Researcher 5·100 
Other human 6.100 
2. Right to left 	 Computer 2.100 
3. 	 Free-form Researcher 6.100 
Other human 9·100 
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As described in Chapter ) , the research problem was to 
program the computer to playa variation of Klondike solitaire using 
two different strat~ie s and to compare the ratio of wins to total 
games played between the computer and human players. The 
statistics listed in the above table were used to test the hypothesis 
that the ratio of wins to total games played is higher for the 
computer games than the by-hand where both are using the same 
strategy (left to right). Also, the by-hand free-form strategy 
will be better than either computer strategy (left to right or right 
to left). 
A t-test for proportions WaS used to determine if there was 
any s ignificant difference between (1) the researcher and the 
computer for left to right strategy, (2) the other human player 
and the computer for left to right strategy, (J) the average of 
both human players and the computer for left to right strategy, 
(4) the researcher free-form and best computer strategy, (5) best 
human player strategy ratio and best computer strategy ratio. 
Appendix C contains specific results . 
In the first test, the researcher against the computer for 
left to right strategy, there was not sufficient evidence to 
reject the null hypothesis (i.e., no difference). This means 
that between the researcher and the computer, both playing left 
to right strategy, they are playin~ on the same level of expertise 
or the game of solitaire using this strategy is based on luck. The 
second test. the other human player against the computer for left 
to right strategy, gave the same results - the null hypothesis 
could not :e rejected. This supports the s tatement made earlier 
that in left to right strate~y the game of solitaire is either luck 
or due to the precise rules of play everyone has the same playing 
ability. In the third test, the average of both human players 
against the computer for left to right strategy, there was not 
sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis. These three 
tests led the researcher to conclude that even though the ratio of 
wins to total games played using the left to right strategy waS 
higher for the by-hand than the computer games (the exact opposite 
of what the first part of the researcher's hypothesis was), there 
is not enough evidence to support the theory that the computer or 
the human players are better than each other. They are rated at the 
s ame player level. 
The fourth and fifth test were used to test the second part 
of the researGher's hypothesis c. oncerning free-form strategy. The 
by-hand free-form ratio was better than e1 ther computer strategy 
ratio, but what did the t-test show? A t-test between the researcher 
using free-form and the computer's best statistics (which were the 
same for the left to right and right to left s trategies) showed no 
significant difference. There was not sufficient evidence to 
reject the null hypothesis. This means that the researcher and the 
computer have the same level of playing skill at Klondike Golitaire. 
~ ; 
Since the researcher was a novice at solitaire, it ~ay be assumed 
that the computer is as good a solitaire player as a novice human 
player. The other hu~ was an above average player and employed 
skill when using the free-form strategy. The fifth test, the best 
DISCUSSIOI> AND CONCLUSIONS 
. / human player using the strategy with the best ratio against the 
computer's best ratio, had sufficient evidence to reject the null The researcher's original hypothesis and supporting reasons 
~; 
hypothesis. This means the second part of the researcher's are discussed in this chapter. A revised hypothesis and 
, . hypothesis that free-form is better than left to right or right 
corroborative evidence follow. 
,,' 
to left could be accepted with one stipulation - that the human player The original hypothesis was that the ratio of wins to total 
' f have an above average level of skill. 
games played would be higher for the computer games than the by-hand 
A discussion of the results and the conclusion of the study games where both were using the same s trategy (left to right). The 
is found in the next chanter. computer was programmed to make the first move it found in the 
. ' strategy (left to right). The computer will not make a mistake, 
" 
whereas a human might. For this reason, it was thought that the 
computer would have had better statistics in the left-right strategy 
than a human. It was also believed that the free-form strategy would 
be better than either computer strategy because free-form gives 
more flexibility in choices of moves that could save steps over the 
left-right or right-left strategies. Also, the people playing can 
think ahead and plan for the coming moves. 
The revised hypothesis is that playing the left to right strategy 
human players and the computer will have the same ability or skill 
level at winning. The free-form strategy when used by an above 
' j~ average player is better than either computer strategy (left to right 
14 
16 ,5 
or right to left). 
The part of the hypothesis concerning left to right s trategy 
was suuported by the statistical t-test discussed in Chapter 4. 
No difference on which to reject the null hypothesis which stated 
that there was no difference between the human players or the computer 
was found. The researcher can not determine from this if solitaire 
is a game of chance or skill, but the study shows all participants 
, . were equal when strict rules were given. 
The free-form part of the hypothesis was also tested by a 
t-te$t. Between a novice human player using the free-form strategy 
and the computer using either strategy (left to right or ri~ht to 
left), the null hypothesis that there is no difference could not 
be rejected, but between an above average human player and the computer, 
the null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, the free-form strategy 
is better only when an above average human player is using it. The 
reason behind this may be that whenever the computer's first move 
' I 
is found, if the card has many possible moves, it does so in a 
certain ord.e r, not necessarily the best. It i5 the same way with a 
novice player. The novice does not see all the possible moves. 
This suggests that solitaire is a game of skill, not luck . 
. ' ,;.':)1 This study has looked at an above average and a novice player 
an~ compared them to the computer programmed to play by set rules. 
There was also a comparison between strategies which showed no 
difference between the computer and a novice player. Maybe one day 
.1 
the question on whether solitaire is a game of chance or a game of 
skill will be answered. When this occurs, it will be necessary to 
use a human player s ample greater than two. Until then, the results 
of this study indicate that Klondike solitaire ~ a game of skill. 
R~Yl. 11.'\"\ I"I J, ,y J.,. ~ 
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DECKt BJ • DENOMI-El GKT ' '':l~~ 
DECK[S] .COLORI-SLACKI ':j ' 
DECKt 91. SUIT :-5 I ' . . ••,. ' ', __ . 
. DECKr9] .DENa1:-NINEI u~-l.i.. 
• DECK [ 91 • COLOR I-SLACK. :.::' ; ' 
· DECK[ 18.l •.S,UIT,-SI 0; 4t :~:;'..:. :> 
DECK[ 181. DENOMI-TEN I "~'r 
DECK[ 10]. COLOR ,-BLACt<, . " 
· PECKtlI1.,SUIT:-SI ;'.; .,...:;. : 
" OECK[ III :l)ENO'1I~JACKI'-a.:,,,~ ,; 
, DECKtlJJ .'COLORlalll.ACKI. . ··fr..., 
DECK[ 12] ~SUITI"SI ~ ;*-i'~;',;"; ~ .' .:.0. • 
., DECK[ 121 ~OENa1I.QUEEN • .~~.!-, .'~ •.' . : ~ " . 
, DECK[ 121 . 'COLOR I-BLAC~ I :~,t") " ""' L~" , 
. OECK[ '3] ' SUITI-S,'" ,;",,"'i;., ..< . . , 
.... " " ' . If " · "'V".t-"~i'- .~ . 
. --;' DECK[ 13] .000Ct1I-KlNO ; ;"~t;:.•~ ) f.' :.~. I','~ ",~, I 
• DECK( 131.COLORI-SLACKI -~ "1.,1 , ' I~ .. , 
:.ENO I ··~, -..!-='.1.a { :.IIC"..Ii.:.L·j1t!.:":~~~;: '''''i.i. )".:;" . 
• !:L.... ~ . 
·.··t ;"I." 
.. 
,:.r .-.:.. ::= : .~. ~: I -'~~="_: : 
, 
..' ·~r~.I -'-" 
" 
"'­ ~ ' , ...:"~ 
!..:. 
oEC;"': ( 0.] • C01. CR .=REO; . .; 	 ..-'. 
DECK2[71.SUIT:-Oj . • • ' . • f 
CECK2[ 7] ·.DENCt1 :-E I GHT j .. DECK2[7] .COLORI-REO, ..•-:: "- .:, ~o_ ~ 
' I' DECKZ[S] .SUIT::aDI . : ~ 
.... ' ,:' lwIi:...... "' _
DECK2 [ S] • DENCt1I-N INE I . ';':'':. ::..",~ . : .. 
DECK2[ 8]. CDLOR '-REDL~- ; - :----. :- 0 
DECK2[ 91.SUITIDD, . . • :.-t· ··~.,
'\. DECK2[ 9] •OENCt1,.TENt.. ..: <. ~;..,.~ 
DECKZ[ 9] • COLOR ,"REO., ,L.~~ ,.'.; .,'" :'p 
DECK2[ Ie] .SUIT :-0,1 .~ ~. ~.;,""'r'· ..\ . 
DECK2[ 18] .DEN~I.JACKI ;,-,\:Ii:"''; ~~ .( .:'': .'. 
DECKZC 181 • COLOR , ..RED I -.;l~r.;-...•':< ."t>;~­
DECK2[1 I 1.SUIT ,"'01 ' - ' ." . ..!. " 
DECK2( IU .. DEN~I.QUEEI;I~." · · .}~.. .. , 
DECK?( 11 r.COLORI-RED, ,;~ ,. ~.~, ." 
• 	 .. ., '" ... . ' N 
DECK2(121.SUIT'-D" .~ '.H·i.·· . .): ':'~ . " ., 
OECK2[ 12] .OEN~I-KING, ~~ ,• . • 1, , ._ 
DECK2 [ 12] • COLOR ,-REO I . - ;..... ' ' 'It . .. ~ 
OECK2[13J. SUIT: -0, , ,~. :;"':~ .4.': '~ •.• 
· DECK2[ 13]'DEN~I'!'f\CEl ":', :::..: .• :-~ . ;;.:.. .. . 
. OECK2[ 131 • COLOR I-REDI ...~~:;l. ,,~ ! ·.-:fi-~­
OECK2[141.SUIT:-C, ,.-'-',;:,' ...... , . 
DECK2[14].DENCf1:-iWO, ! (_ , 
DECK2[14].COLORI"'BLACK, , '" 
DECK2[151.SUIT:=C; . ~ • 
DECK2 [ 151 •DENOHI ""T':IREE;,. ..... 
· DECK:2 [ 15] ; COLOR :-BtACKL·7!'·'· .'fl' .. 
·DECK2[161.SUIT '-F' ·..,.t.. , .'~'~ :i'.,· ' J,): ~ 
DECK2[ 16) .pENCf1 :-FOUR, ~~~.~.•~. :" i~ 
DECK2[ 16] .COLOR:-BLACK, , .;~i.';::'" ' ''' ";.', 
DECK2[17 ]';SUIT,-C, ,';;.< ';' , ~.~; . \ .. . .~ .~ \ 
. DECK2C 171 ,. DENCf1I-FIV~, , :~..;, r~" ·f•• 
DECK2 U7J • CotOR J-B~!=~ f ;." W.~-;-: ,
DECK2[ISl.SUITJ-C, -.." .;;. , , ', .... ' 
'	 DECK2[191.DENCf1J~StX, · "::'.. , ' • 
DECK2[ IS] .COLOR.-SLACK, " 
DECK2[19].5UlT,"C, . "; ' " 
,	 DECK2[191_ .DEl'ICf1I-SEVEN ;. ,~ , , 
DECK2[ 191.COLORI-9LACK, ", 
DECK2( 29 1. SUIT I-C; . :'. ' . , 
DECK2[ 29] • PENCf1:-EI GHT I ,., ; ,~,:,.:,.! , :2 
DECK2[ 29] .COLOR .~BLACK I ~''''' w- ,.. ~. '- , ," 
DECK2[211 ~SUlT, ..C" .... ' ~''1 •.,;~~~>J ::,....."'; .. 
_, ,_ DECK.2[21 ) :~ O~Cf1I~l!:'4E; ,,,:,,,~"\.,;,,, , ,.<,,,_ • 
DECK2[ 21) • COLOR I-BLACK I ~ ~ ~!l..~k~• ..', 
' DECK2[22] .5UIT,-C; •. ' ,' ' I"' ~'''-~ . -,.:.~.. 
DECK2 [221 • OENCf1 I-TEN' ';t~fi .t.,&.... !.': 
DECK2[22] .COLORI"'BLACK, -, ~·i: ,,'.':::';-: 
OECK2[231.SUIT:-C; .. .', " :"':' ~' , .' 
DECKZ[ 231 • DENCf1 IsJI'ICK , .:.-, •..;" , ~ ••.,. .", ." 
DECK2[ 23] .CDLOR I-BLACK,. '--~"'''''''''' - ' ­
DECK2[241.5UIT:-C, . 
DECK2[24].DENOH:=QUEEN; 
DECK2C24l.COLORI~BLACK, 
DECK2[25].5UIT:=C; 
DECKZ[2S] .DENOH.~KING, ___ :_ " .,.., ,.. .. 
,~ DECK2[25] .COLOR:=BLACK; I .. . . ' .• 
DEtKZ[26].SUIT,=C; 
.DECK2[26].DENOM:=ACEj 
DECK2[26J.COLOR:cBL~CK; 
EII[ l : 
; ' :-- .. 
.~ 
:. 
~-" ~ 
<-- •. : . .. . . .i ~ "" 
_ .-40 • .., 
::7':,.-."1 ., .:" 
..t1~111 
~ :. -." , l.:~ ~: 	 ..."' 
,1-1- - ....~~: . 
,,, 	 • !" ...._"""....'I.~:. ~! 
' ..", , 
. -;"'~~ · ·~I. "..~~J' --. 0", '_ " 
"t,tin 
.i 
.,~ 
".-:-.;: '", ~ .... .. :; .... 
;"., 
• I ' r{.. 	 1': 
:.... 
- L - ::' . :;;': ':~:"·i 
, ".I 
..--;: :~"".r; ... -. 
"A.-r; ' ~ ":J­
--t r- - '" 
-' " , 	 ... 
1i .. 
[;:. 	 e ' 
"" ~. 
Ii" 
" 
(.==r; J..'2 ~O:: .=? ] .... ·':7 :-:' : 
OEC~ 2[4~1 .~~UM:~~MC~; _ 

DECK2 ( 49 J • COLOR :_BLACt< ·r!2L~••\..'":.l_.2.1'..' , 

OECK2(5~J .SUIT'~S; 

. OECK:2C!50J .OENOM:-auEEN; ~. 

. :DECK2 (S0 1 • COLOR , ''''BLACK; ~• ." - • - ­

•._.r DECI\2CSI I ,SU.lT.•.",:S; • • • _ . " '••;~~ ,,~ , __ ~ , 

OECK2(Sll.0ENOM'~KING; 

DECKZCS1J.COLOR:aBLACK; 

OECK 2C 52J.SUIT,=S •
..... , ~.. 
DECK2C 52 J • DENON .-ACE;"").'i.::~ ";'-!<' 1 
OECK2C52J .COLORI2B~CKi ; ' -
,·.END; ; . ~ • •~". ...lo ~~<.I__ · . ':' ,:", ::.~,:".,..,· 
~,\i 
.~ ' ~ t~sr-r:'- ; 'r'~ 
" 
., " .... 
~1 
UNTIL 
END; 
- .,. 
.... -:- .-
: 
_ . 
l' 
':. 
- . ..~ ; ..., ~ ": "t:. t' 
i PROC EDURE ,A!>D(A~P,~I;Ip' .:..CI1RDJ~~,~~D~_.PILE;J ~I LE.... TY!'~) L , 

,BEGIN . ,l .. ' "':'~ ~ "I~"'!:: . ,..:1 . ·~~';"'~·\.::-r " . . " '. \ ' .. 

WITH AOD_P I LE DO BEG.~N : .'. ::..'~), ......~ . 

;! 'TOP'-TOP~l' l ' I" . ,~JU~': ~ .i! .~~ , 

.. 'OECKCTOPl,aADD_CARDI '.' ~ 

fEND; . t ., ..~J :. .~- i~:~J ::' ~;" " ~.• J .. 

ENO· . ''" · r , !,,,.~ , . . '" 

, ~- . .. ,..'JoJi- -,,~ ........~~~. I''''' - . 

. .'" ..:1 , "':'i'!f ~,L,":.- . ' ,..-1 . ' IJr 
i PP<J C EDURE D~tJ.: ' ~~~l"+io : 1·~7.~. if'f'·· " •• : . ~eEGIN ~, ' f ; . ·.·"' . ·.H;("~·,·- •• \O..:l!.~ " .r':.lr..!e'J 

FOR 11-1 TO 7 · 00 BEGIN 

PILE_UPC.ll.TOPI=01 ... .:,,, . ••~~. 

"ENPIDLE-~CJU.I ~q.!t:lI". :. ;'0; 1 ,"..;)-X< ·;'=::'7'V . -;~ .. - ','"
J \ . 4 ' \:.=-... ~ .;,- !~";' }' . ­
FOR I !-1 TO 7 DO . BEGIN.'r". ',,: ., 

PILE_UP[ll.OECKcel.$UITI~SBLANKi 
PI LE....UPC I J', DECKC a1 • oEN01 I"EBLANK ; 
PILE_UP[ll.DECKCa).CO~ORlaCBLANKj 
END ' , . -to ' ~I"'.. ,•.,.. . t :-:.'! . . •. 4 • • 

i ~, FOR I :.I ~TO 7 r DO~BEG(N·/' ~n;:;j :,?/r;-: ":.?" . ~·' '''c. 

PI LE-Da..r-lN L DECK[ e1 •SUIT .-SBLANK; 

"t '· PILE....DClW'IC Il.DECKCIlJ • DENOH'''''EBLANK; 

PILE-DOWN[11.OECKC81.COLORlzCBLANK i 

. END; . ~ t ;' ~ :"';"': ~"'.;',. ! 
K :=e; ,. ~ · :-.:.. Y ..':"' ~ . ____ - . ­
I" FOR 1:=1 TO 6 DO BEGIN 
FOR , J:~I~I TO 7 00 BEGIN " 
K.=K+J; 
ADD(DECKCKl,PILE_DOWNCJJ ) j 
END; 
.;! ,. 
.. 
' .. 
" 
.. ..:~ . , 
-
., 
.J 
.J, ~ •• ; : ;,. ,. 
·-I..;~ (S-:"1 ~~ ..-.:. . , . :"" '" ~ . .... < 
\. ~~rl~'l' 
, ... 
10. ,'t"" . .... 
" '" 
r""' ;. ' '''1..(-'­
'I "4)~. ~. 
. ' "'1 - ·' 
..~ .~~~~~f 
!~ ,. 
" 
" 
END; 
f -- END; 
~ -, .. 
t ~", t 
~~ PROCEDURE 
"', ' BE GIN •• 
,,. . 
' ~ 
~1~~; 
~ ;. ... 
I ;. 
",I;' 
f ' 
..{ 
... ,;; .... ~~. 
"'; f ' / . -l ..~ ~ _ ~ >~ 1" ~ ' I 

END' 
 \,~ .,jr 'l; 
.~... END; , ': .. ,
'.,' .........; " 
 If " ~ ;, ,~';, ',.t
: ~, PROCEDURE 'HAND4; ".

Cf' BEGIN ·t .... - ..... ; :l ~Ij.I w."" ;. 

. ~. X:~ai " ,~ ~ t~; l~ 

NEW_MOVE:-FALSE, 

JUMP I =FALSE; . ' of,'.' 

'0 • 
'j' 
END; 
::\ 
!,,. ,I 
t"t.~~ 
J~ _ 
" 
> . 
':' £;0 . 
,"'1 
" <J;;"~ I: :: . , 
.-. 
. 
~> ' 
\, " 1 ~.:. _
j " ' 
1\" , 
~ 
, 
Jp.,,,,,-o 
~ .... -.-
T . ...~.. 
'f ; .:-:t~ .:t', 
" 
' 
.. 
P RINTBOARDI 

FOR' I.-I let '7' ,00 B€GIN 'i'" 

' IF PILE-UPtI).TO~ · (} 8 THEN BEGIN ' . 

: !,,_PR I NTSUIT< PI ~L.UPrI 1 ...QECK( 11 ,PI LE lOUT( Il ) ; 

.~~ .: ~- £' PRINTDENQ1(PI LE-UP[tl ~OECK[l 1 ,PI LE20UTCI 1) 1 

, END "if.~ " i '- ;., ~ : • \'? ': ::r, - , _ 

~ ELSE BEGIN ;,: · ~ { "h::;'::!:' .~; ..~••'\.;~~, 

.. ' .PILE I OllT[ Il I-BLANKS ' -.i~~'" ,.... ~ . 

• 	 PI LE2«:t..g' [ 1l ,1-.~~KS' '1..:..... .' ·r · ~ , 
,_ e-ID I _. ,·~,~ .. ...,:' "-l.\.-\ _•.a-. ,.... ... '. oJEND, .•''';~ ~t:. .! ."t-,i~_~'-,:·· .,.-~--rC'"~~ =-""~ · · ..~ .. ..-. 
WRITELN" - ..\'-~.·tt~: t ..;;1; .. ! :'! "' ''~:'-'': ~ I. !L~ r ..• ... . 1· ~ • • 
WRITE(C~CAL(eJLEIOUTCJol ·.PIr..E20UT[1nl 8) I.. 

FOR 1,-2 TO 7 ·00 . BEGIN ..... i : ,. -~ ­
WR ITE(CCJ<.ICAT< PI LEI OUTC Il, PI LE20UTr 11) : 12); 

." 
. \ • ...., jl END, """ / _ .. ' ..... ~f:~ "'.~~.,.~ ' ~111 ....., . "..- f " ' '', .' FOR - II-I TO ',7 t DO · BEGIN 0.' , ,., -.~ '.--;.t ·.... . 0" . , 
. . IF PILE-UP[J].TOPOI' THEN BEGIN .... 
PRINTSUIT(PILE-UPCI1.OECK[PILE-UP[ll,TOP1,PILEIOUT[ll)1 .. 
. 	 ·PR I NT0 B;:ICI1 ( P !!-E-UPt !.l : DECK(PI LE_UPll). TOPl ,PI LE20UH I ]) ; 
. END J ~ J;'-~':a. ..... __ ". u ,;··• . ~ , ' .4' .. . ~ !' J.'It 	 . 
~" .""'_ ',,':A , : ~LSE BEGtN • .-; I. ~_.~ •. ~;) " ,: ~~ ~" '. _~• •• ' • .-.:!, !.. . _... .. . _. 

.'~ " >. PI LEI OUTt I) ,-BLANKS 1 ~ "" .~' " ."'F"~ ,. • ' ....; ~... " " 
J 

,d } 'PI LE20IJTr U I~LANKSI "t · . "". 

:' 
N' .e-IDI ~~Ai__ .::.uc· . 1 !~\·/~;'; ;'... ,::. " ! " ::.. 
END; " ... , . " "'r 
~I R I TE ( CONCAT< PI LEI oun I) ,P I LE20un Il) IB) ; ., 
FOR [, =2 TO 7, 00 BEGIN . . ._ ". . _ .,.., 
WRI TE( CONCAT(PILEI OUTtI l :' PI LE20UTC Il> : 12 ) 1 
-;"~ .END, ... : . r;l~: __ ; _ . J~:" ,~~ ' :* ." .., - ::~. .~ ; ,,"... 
~IRITELNI • ;0 ' " .. !",; '/' ,,': 4$l!.t: r;'):" . ~. 'I 
IF HDUP00 THEN BEGIN .' ......1< . '~' ,. \ ~" ... . ~. -	 '."j 
PRINTSUIT<HANO.DECK(HOUPl,HANDIOUT); " . 	 . .... .. , -,to.... -t , . : ' 'l.....1. •PRINTOEN~(HAND.DECK[HDUP] ·;}lAND20UT); , . _,", '~ . I:.-. " ~ " WRlTEUHCONG,AT5,HANOl OI,lT'.J!!'NO~9UT? :,4;3>,:1. .. ;:- , 
END ." '_' ~ , "'''-, _ ''' 'pt",,_ J:!'e, .,...•~" " 
ELSE BEGIN :: ::!",,\F:~:".":4~:j !~:"I~j~~~!~.~C-. ., ':, ,:-.,,: , ~ , 
HANOI OUT ,-BLANKS 1 ').,~_~' ·:Ub~:' ~'" " .... 
HAND20UT : -BLANKS; ',~~ ,: .; .: .~,f.~ to> ...,: , I. ,.,1, 
...... .. 	 .: ,) ' ...l~~:E~(E.~~Y~,~~.;'~U~.1~2:R.~:~ ~3»). ,..."- , 	
~ - . 
t.,IRl TELN , ,.. ,';' . .. .~~ . . v'c'4,~ ,t " t;r.~ ;~..·\ : ,--:: ,~ .. 
" 

l,IR I TELN; COLt-lT, - .. , L ' , ')HDUP) I ..' ~ i'~<;. ';" 

READ ( KEYBOARD. INCHAR) ; ... '-!";';-" ;:--"'-" 
 "'.'. 
.. I -. ~ . -[F INCHAR .'Q' ' THEN EXIT<PROGR/:>M); -. ~ ..I.-' ..~ (". 	 ~ '0,' j :"s.. •~ ':".. ~" ~ ;1 ~ ;: r '_ .. ...t; ... .(', 
--:t.t-<! ;"",~~ ,I .~l ~~,~r-.'" ~!:tr~ ·-~~~~...r""~·.· ~ '" 
. - ~. . ,t-/ J '. 'i'. ," ..:" 	 , ~ ::;
BEG It·1 ( MAIN) , '. '; - ' ;, ', ', '" ' <.' ••. ,••.• , • • •, . 
HDUP: ICe; ..-' '.. :: .. ~.. !.... ·:-~.S:~;/:=~',;;",", ;;,-.~~. ;, :.. .~;r~· . 
ca~T··8~ ~, . " --'" ... ,......., •., - . ~",,~ ... ., ,.. .: 	 .. /
• , . ..... ,.. .:.J'lr":" ' .~ ""- I·~~~"" ,,""1 

CRACEI; ,j. , _: .. 'r.~, ';'} ::.. i' , "l~ ,."1"",' ;~:,. , 

F '· ,..CRACE2 i .: "' ''' .:,.... ,.....t ~~~~~~ ~ ~~;"' ; ·;i .r ~:'~ P:' '. " ...,.. FOR I : .. \ TO 4 DO -' SEOIN ' "Ie , " -- - """ •• ~ • 
ACE-PILEtll,10P,-0, 

END; , . 

I ~ t 	 \" 
CREATEI; 
.; CREATE21 . Ei·IC> . :'"' :~ ~ t t" j' ~'l; . ; ... ~ '-"; ..... ,' .. ~"' _.. 
SHUFFLE; ~ _ _ ,_ ", ... ~·l. ';'". 	 -r ' .' I ~ ~ · 	 .~. FOR 1:=0 TO ' S2 DO - BEGIN ,..- ", .._-, ~ . , 	 ~.' .~ -
PRINT SUIT(OECKtIJ,DECK!OUTtll ) ; 
'­
PRINTOENOM ( OECK[ll,OECK20UT[IJ) .. 

PR I NTCOL OR( OE C~;[ II • OEC K30UH I ]) 

UR IT ELN(C ON CAT ( OE CK I OUT(IJ , DE CK 20UT [ I J,DECV30UT! 11I); 

STATE OF NEVADA S . 8.."-ATOf'll J.'CKA. C,. .. I, ....RICHARD H. BAYAN 
G)

Gl,:V T HIUYt:R, ,'4,.,,,.r 

MICHAEL O. RlIMSOLZ. ,'f~".o.r, 

IRENE F. MOKROS. E ... ..c.."_ ~,.(..rv 

.,; -	 .- (702) 731-3150 
Go_ 	 . 
' . ,~-~."
, ". 
GAMING CONTROL BOARD 
'220 So.tIt. MaI\Il.Dd P.rk",.y 

BaIWI.. D 

I.&s Ves", Neoodo 89158 

June 10, 1985 

.;.:. Ms. Lee Anne Hester 
P. O. Box 396 

Bladenboro, North Carolina 28320 

RE: 	 Standard Odds 
"Klondike" 
Dear 	Ms. Hester: 
In response to your letter of inquiry, dated 
April 29, 1985, the version of solitaire you are probably 
playing is known to us as "Klondike." 
This game was approved for play in Nevada casinos in 
1931, when gaming was legalized. Unfortunately, it is a "dead" 
game: that is, there are no card rooms in Nevada which play 
"Klondike." 
Computer odds are only a recent curiosity. We do not 
have them on all gambling games, among which includes Klondike, 
and to make a run either on the computer or during a -physical 
count for a "dead" game is prohibitive. Based solely on a 
personal opinion, the odds of winning are approximately 9-to-l, 
depending upon the rules being used. 
I am 	sorry we cannot help you further. 
~our.s very tru17'?J"-ll\~lt_c'~\.c, _
MIC~L D. RUMBOL 
Member 
MDR/JM:dg 
cc: 	 B. Jacka 
G. Hillyer 
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Appendix C 
Statistics 
Proportion t-test • 
x + x
.1. __ 2 z z 	 Pl - P2 q* ~ 1 - p*p* ~ n + n
 
1 2 
 \!P*q*(1/n1 ) + (1/
n2)J 
0\ .05 - 'Jf, (level of confidence)a 
H , 	 There is no difference. 
o 

Ha' By-hand ratios are better in the left-right strategy. 
 Free-form 
is the best strategy. 
To be 	 able to reject the null hypothesis (H ). Z !lIUst equal 1.65 .or -1.65· 
o 
Using 	the first part of Ha for numbers 1. 2. and J. 
(1) 	Between the computer and researcher both using the left to right 

strategy. 

computer 2/100 ~ Pl Researcher - 5/100 - P2 

p*=2+5 ~...L .OJ5 q< • 1 - .035 - .965 

100 + 100 ZOO 

z - .0;>-.05 ~ -ED]) 

a 
~ - o~ 

v!(.OJ5)(.965)(.OZ) 

Fail to reject Ho' 
(2) 	Computer and Other human using left-right strategy. 

Other human 6/100 = Pl
Computer = 2/100 = Pz 
p* ~ 6 + Z - 8 = .04 q* = 1 - .04 .96 

100 + 100 200 

3Z 
... 
......-. 
.. 
,
, 
~ 
' 
.. 
, 
~ 
," 	 ;4 
z = .06 - .02 (5) ?est Co~puter strategy and other human player's free - form.:~~?7 =0
/( .04)( .96)( .02) 

Computer ~ 2/100 g P
2 
 Other human = 9/ 100 = PI 
Fail to reject Ho' 
p* = 9 + 2 = 11 - .055 q* ~ 1 - .055 - .94 5 
100 + 100 200 
(3) 	Co~puter and the average of both human players using left to right 
z - .09 - .02 .07 -~ 
strategy . 	 .0322 \1(.055)(.945)(.02) 
Co~puter a 2/100 = PI average of human players· 5·5/100 P2 
Reject Ho' Computer not as good as an above average player.
p* ~ 5·5+ 2 • .2:..i.. - .0)75 q* = 1 - .0}?5 = .9625 

100 + 100 200 

z = .02 - .055 - ~'Ie - .0 · s 

.ors)( .9625)( .02) -:o2t8 =~ 

Fail to reject Ho' 
Using the second part of Ha for numbers 4 and 5. 
(4) Be~t Comuuter strategy (left to right = right to left) and researcher's 
free-form. 
Computer 2/ 100 = P2 Researcher - 6/100 = PIc 
p* 6 + 2 = ~ = .04 q* = 1 - .04 = .96c 
100 + 100 200 
z ~ .06 - .02 - .04 • ~ 
.0277 \Ie .Ol~)( .96)( .02) 
Fail to reject Ho' 
" 
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